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 About the Course

 About London Business School

 Strategy Execution: Knowledge Sharing

 Lessons Learnt & Application

 Discussion

 Close

Topics for Sharing
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 7-12 December 2014

 London Business School, Regent’s Park, London

 33 International participants from 16 countries

 Key facilitators / Guest Speakers

 Pre-program participating organization analysis

 Case program method

About the Course
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 Assigned readings and cases

 Case study discussion

 Interactive lectures

 Strategy execution survey reports

 Tutor led group sessions

 Guest speakers

 Post course network

Course Format
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 International business school founded 
in 1964

 One of the most prestigious business 
school in the world

 Competitors : INSEAD Europe, Harvard 
Business School, Stanford, and 
Wharton.

 Competitive entry – limited places
 Only postgrad courses (Masters, MBA, 

PhD)
 Located next to Regent’s Park in the 

Sussex Palace

About London Business School
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 How companies create and sustain economic value

 How managers can structure and lead discussions to close 
the gap between strategy and execution

 Developing and communicating a strategy for execution

 Organisational commitment processes to align individual 
action with corporate priorities

 Building an execution culture across the organisation

 Using simple rules for difficult decisions

 Managing the organisation as a network of commitments to 
more effectively achieve results 

 Overcoming the obstacles to execution

Course Content
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1. Execution is vertical alignment

2. Execution is implementing a plan

3. Execution is communicating 
strategy

4. Execution is operational excellence

5. Performance culture drives 
execution

6. Execution is driven from the top

6 Myths of Execution
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 Strategy is NOT:
 A thick binder

 A string of buzz words

 A financial projection

 A vision

 A laundry list

 A plan (linear process)

 Cheerleading

 A description of what you do

Bridging Strategy to Results

Strategy for 
execution

Execution for 
results
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Failure to face the challenge

Mistaking goals for strategy

Bad strategic objectives

Fluff 

1 The Perils of Bad Strategy
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 If you fail to identify and analyze the obstacles, you 
don’t have a strategy. Instead, you have a stretch goal 
or a budget or a list of things you wish would happen.

1.1 Failure to face challenge

International Harvestor
Strategic Plan example
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 Jack Welch: “We have found that by 
reaching for what appears to be the 
impossible, we often actually do the 
impossible”

 What has to happen for a plan to be 
realized? Jack Welch: “If you don’t 
have a competitive advantage, don’t 
compete”

1.2 Mistaking Goals for Strategy
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 Fuzzy strategic objectives - long list of 
things to do

 “blue Sky” – a simple statement of the 
desired state of affairs of challenge –
but….how do you get there?

 Good strategy works by focusing energy 
and resources on a few pivotal objectives 
whose accomplishment will lead to a 
cascade of favorable outcomes

1.3 Bad Strategic Objectives
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 Superficial abstraction – masking the 
absence of thought, restatement of the 
obvious. Eg:

 “Our fundamental strategy is one of 
customer-centric intermediation” 

Fluff
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 Inability to choose – focus, choice, priorities

 Template-style strategy

Roots of bad strategy
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Customers’ willingness to pay

Economic value                        

Cost of input

What is strategy?
It is how firm create economic value

Make strategy simple
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 A diagnosis: an explanation of the nature of the 
challenge. A good diagnosis simplifies overwhelming 
complexity of reality by identifying certain aspects of the 
situation as being the critical ones

 A guiding policy: an overall approach chosen to cope 
with or overcome the obstacles identified in the diagnosis

 Coherent actions: steps that are coordinated  with 
one another to support in accomplishment of the guiding 
policy

The Kernel of Good Strategy
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Short cuts

Small in numbers 
1-5

Unique

Define activities
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Simple Rules
How to cope with complexity & too much to do



 Simple rules are too broad

 Too detailed

 Too vague

 Too mindless

 Letting simple rules go past 
their sell-by date

Pitfall of Simple Rules:
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Choosing which are important

Priority

Process/how to

Phasing/timing

Stopping/letting go

2. How To Put Simple Rules in 
Workplace

5 categories of Simple Rules:
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Value creation through position

Resource based

opportunity

3. Logics of Value Creation

3 core logics of value creation
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Strategy & execution is not linear in 
implementation

Strategy & execution are executed 
separately

Ploughing through a failed course

4. Strategy Loop
Closing the gap between strategy and execution

Some mistakes in strategy development and 
execution
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Make sense of 
ambiguous situation

 Choice – what to do

Make it happen

 Close loop – based on 
information from 
execution

The Strategy Loop
All Strategies are work in progress

An iterative cycle – 4 stages
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 Integrate strategy 
formulation & strategy 
execution

 Mitigate manager’s 
tendency to a failed 
approach

 Improves timing

The Strategy Loop

Benefits of Iterative approach
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Making sense

Making choices

Making it happen

Making revision

How to put Strategy Loop into Action
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Executing Strategy for Results:
Execution Framework

Shared Context

Commitment Processes

Resource allocation

Culture

Distributed leaders

Top leaders
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Align activities and resources 
with strategy

Execution is 3 Dimensional

Adapt to seize opportunities and 
adapt to shifting circumstances

Coordinate across units and with key 
partners outside the organization26



Executing Strategy for Results:
Execution Framework

Credit: Donald Sull, London Business School



 Focus on the critical elements for execution

 Transparency of  who is responsible for achieving 
what objectives

 Focus on key managers

Shared Context

Common understanding of what matters, why it matters 
how the pieces fit together, what is working and what is 
not working.
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 Vertical alignment – translate priorities into individual 
performance objectives , cascade down, monitor 
progress, reward strong performance

 Horizontal alignment – difference depts, functions 
and business units coordinate activities to support 
one another to achieve objectives

 Respond to shifting market condition

Commitment Processes

Processes for managing performance commitments up/ 
down org, across units & outside the org; and 
renegotiating when circumstances change
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 Current priorities

 Explore emerging opportunities

Respond to changing market 
circumstances; reallocation for 
greatest impact

Resource allocation

The processes with which an org ensures key resources 
are put to their best use: financial, talent, managerial 
attention
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 Shared norms that unite, inspire and 
guide employees

 Small number, widely known and 
clearly understood (3-5 values and 
objectives)

 Translate into concrete actions

 Valuing performance

Culture

Organizational “hardware” & cultural “software”
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 Must translate corporate 
strategy/priorities into concrete 
implications and actions

 Consistently maintain high standards 
and hold all members accountable

 Provide support / avoid micro 
managing

 Consistently recognize and reward 
performance

Distributed leaders

Managers in key positions throughout the org who 
ensure activities are aligned with strategy, across units, 
and under changing market conditions.
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 Develop and communicate a clear strategy 
and priorities - Ensure alignment of activities 
and resources

 Hold distributed leaders accountable –
provide development and support

 Promote coordination across units

 Guide the org in adapting when 
circumstances change

 Make tough decisions – resource allocation & 
getting in & out of business initiatives

Top leaders

Top leadership role - Play a critical role in execution
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 Shared Context

 Commitment processes

Resource allocation

 Culture

Distributed leaders

 Top leaders

 The Analysis

ENHANCING EXECUTION CAPACITY
ORGANIZATION ANALYSIS
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 The Perils of Bad Strategy - Richard Rumelt (McKinsey 
Quarterly)

 Closing the Gap Between Strategy & Execution –
Donald N. Sull (MITSloan Management Review)

 Promise-Based Management, the essence of 
execution – Sull & Spinosa (Harvard Business Review)

 Simple Rules for a Complex World (Harvard Business 
Review)

Literature
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 Simple Rules in Complex World – Kathleen Eisenhartd

 Simple rules: Strategy as simple rules | London Business School

 Simple rules: Common mistakes with simple rules | London 
Business School

 Simple rules: Three logics of value creation | London Business 
School

 Closing the gap between strategy and execution: Strategy and 
its discontents

Literature
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-pujS_7OHM&ebc=ANyPxKqeEuGqTTJy-CVgId7fmP5eL-PldkFa2E42tyKLO1sEOutemulsDwGcQsBlSf0URDLhLRqG9OOnzz6c3zPumJQBu3VSuQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLoUGKPUhFs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96kpBoXzKHg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K8suroYpAHc&ebc=ANyPxKqXY1hTBv2x8ACfpGPok5nVJLqWRMdfA27pn8rjaBQ6mjvToME8j0sJTeFk79XvECi9Ud8S6z7ocaeyHTRJMg19AcI2Lg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gghz1JofoPI


 Closing the gap between strategy and execution: Making 
hard | London Business School

 Closing the gap between strategy and execution: The strategy 
| London Business School

 Making it happen through commitments | London Business 
School

 Madan Pillutla: Why we fail to execute our plans | London 
Business School

 Developing simple rules | London Business School

Literature
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7n9Z4eBgzgY&ebc=ANyPxKpe6143lj5PWyhdDLTpJZ572lAyzJTf0le6yPCwtBXISlbwMdzDIzb1-wQ9212nqgFelH1-fnitsNIBBi8l1qYTp-Zo6g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67lPfeABMqs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FoEG-HuLHhE&ebc=ANyPxKrkrM3MXXq95OSZBWrvzztYDnHKrvHQw3wvtSICBtXyWLYG5gMCMyjtsyo5LUbqP3UBciwVoyhy7p5z8NXSYqubrC2FjQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ERb3_wvAaRA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBBnmebwhQc


Discussions
Comments

Q&A
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Thank You

roszaini.omar@moh.gov.my
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